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Senate approves measure to help more students
By Frank Mastroianni

News Editor

Christopher Dodd (right) was joined hy the current mayor of Bridgeport, Joseph Ganim, who was at
Photo by Michael Champagne
the time seeking election to the post.

Last jnonth, the United States
Senate approved a major expan
sion of student financial aid
through the 1990’s.
The measure, authored by
Connecticut’s Democratic Sena
tor Christopher J. Dodd, would
help middle-income students ob
tain financial assistance for higher
education.
“Middle-income families are
running straight into brick walls
when it comes to obtaining higher
education opportunities for their
children,” said Dodd, chairman of
the Senate Subcommittee on
Children, Families, Drugs and
Alcoholism. “While the rich eas
ily slide their children through the
best schools and the poor qualify
for aid—^the middle class contin

ues to be thwarted at every turn by
the skyrocketing cost of educa
tion.”
The measure, incorporated into
the
Higher
Education
Reauthorization Act would in
crease eligibility for federal assis
tance by eliminating home and
farm equity from Pell Grant and
guaranteed student loan calcula
tions for low and middle income
families with an adjusted gross
income of $50,000 or less. Cur
rently, home equity can disqualify
students from receiving financial
aid.
The act would also lower the
amount students are required to
contribute from their earnings to
ward the cost of higher education
and allow students with depen
dents to deduct child care costs.

See Dodd, page 2

Annual Career Workshop Cernera receives Leary Peace Award
addresses career concerns
By Lynn £. Fontana

Contributing Writer
On Saturday, March 28, SHU
will offer its second career
workshop. The event is spon
sored by Sacred Heart’s Execu
tive Alumni Committee and the
Continuing Education Depart
ment.
The Career Workshop will
begin at 8:30 a.m. with registra
tion and breakfast in the Hawley
Lounge and end around4:30p.m.
with wine and cheese network
ing reception.
This year’s keynote speaker
is Stew Leonard, Jr., president of
Stew Leonard’s in Norwalk,
Ct.—the store the 1992“Guiness
Book of World Records” recog
nized as having the highest sales
per square foot of any store in the
world.
In recent years, the store has
been cited in Tom Peter’s best
sellers, “A Passion for Excel
lence” and “Thriving on Chaos,”
as one of America’s best run
companies. The store was also
one of six finalists for last year’s
Malcolm Baldridge Award. The
New York Times labeled Stew
Leonards “The Disneyland of
Dairy Stores.”
Last years Career Workshop

was a highly successful event
, receiving many accolades from
its participants, “The day was
very well organized and very in
formative. A wide variety of
topics were covered...The social
parts of the day were alot of fun;
they also provided a terrific op
portunity to ‘network’ as well,”
said one participant.
In addition to a few new
speakers, this year some of the
same presenters from business
and education have been invited
back.
Some of the topics that will
be discussed in the workshop
include: “Entrepreneurs: How to
Get Small Business Going,”
“Lifetime Career Planning
Skills,” and “Effective Inter
viewing Techniques.”
According to a January article
in the Chicago Tribune, “College
grads face (the) worst job market
in 20 years.”
Because of the recession and
company downsizing “Career
opportunities for the Class of
1992 will be even fewer than for
the ‘91 graduates, and this year’s
class will confront an extremely
competitive job market,” says
Victor R. Linquist, director of
placement a\ Northwestern Uni
versity who surveyed 259 private
and public businesses and in
dustrial companies.
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(PR) Anthony J. Cemera,
Ph.D. president of Sacred Heart
University, was presented the John
Timothy Leary Peace Award at
the recent Hew England Catholic
Peace Fellowship Conference held
at Sacred Heart University.

The 21st annual conference
featured workshops, film and book
exhibits, a liturgy and a common
meal.
Cemera was chosen to receive
the award for his concern, dedi
cation and work on behalf of the
poor and hungry. As president of
one of Connecticut’s leading
Catholic university’s, he has lec
tured extensively on world hunger,
justice and peace issues.
From 1977 to 1981, Cemera
served as assistant executive di
rector, and then executive director,
of the Bread for the World’s Edu

cational Fund.
According to Sr. Jane
Morrissey of the New .Engl^M„
Catholic Peace Fellowship, Cer
nera is the first academic
adminsitrator to receive the award
since its inception some 15 years
ago.
The John Timothy Leary
Award is named in memory of a
man who, upon graduating from
Harvard magna cum laude, chose
to dedicate his life to helping the
homeless and elderly. He died of a
heart attack while jogging at age
24.
The award is given annually to
a New Englander who works
consistently for peace and justice,
especially when that commitment
reflects the best of Catholic social
teaching as articulated over the
past 100 years.
The presentation to Cemera

was made by the 1990 Leary award
recipient, Brayton Shanley of
Hardwick. Mass., founder of
Agape, a group dedicated to
prayer, simple living and a non
violent lifestyle.
Founded in 1971, the New
England Catholic social teachings.
The group meets annually in
communities and on campuses
throughout the region.
Cemera was installed as Sacred
Heart University’s fifth president
on Oct. 15, 1988. Under the aus
pices of his five-year Strategic
Plan for the University, enrollment
has increased markedly 7.9 percent
overall from Fall, 1990 to Fall
1991—and residential life and
varsity football have been added
to diversify and enhance student
life. Donations to the University
have more than doubled during
the last two years.

SHU President, Dr. Anthony Cernera addresses a crowd gathered for a balloon launch on Tuesday
morning to commemorate victims of drunk driving accidents. Statistics show that one out of every
two people will be involved in some kind of alcohol-related accident in their lifetime, either as a
victim or as the offender. Seepages for story.___________________ Photo by Michael Champagne
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NEWS BRIEFS
Still Searching for the Prettiest Peepers
If you’ve ever been told you have beautful eyes, this
could be your lucky break. The Beautiful Eyes Contest
to benefit the Connecticut Society to Prevent Blindness
continues taking entry photos until March 31 st. If you
win, you will get a round trip for two to London for the
Open Division or for four to Orlando for the Children’s
Division. Each winner will represent Connecticut in the
Most Beautiful Eyes in America finals where more
prizes can be won.
The number of entries is lower th^ in previous years,
so the chances of winning are up, according to Lynn
Curless, Public Affairs Director for Prevent Blindness.
Call (800) 842-0692 or (203) 347-2020 for an entry
form or pick up a form at Vision Corner, The Camera
Shops, Fotomat, Sage Allen cosmetic counters and
daycare
centers.
mail your emr/fee
entry form,
a color
phL, and
a $.0Then
U.x-deducriWe
,o Prevent
Blindness, to 1275 Washington St., Middletown, CT
06457. The entry must be postmarked by the March 30
deadline.

President Anthony Cernera introduces his son Anthony, Jr. to Cardinal John O’Connor during the
New York St. Patrick’s Day Parade. Sacred Heart University was well represented hy a delegation
of students and faculty led by the Irish Cluh.__________________________ Photo by Thomas Kelly

Valley students receive 5-digit grant
By Amjad Naqvi

Video Screenings for Women’s History Month

News Writer

“I is a Long-Memoried Woman” and “Illusions” will
be shown at the media studies studio on Monday, March
30 .starting at 7:45 p.m.
The first video chronicles the history of slavery
through the eyes of Caribbean women. It portrays a
young African woman’s quest for survival in the new
world. The second video portrays a black woman who is
the singing voice for a 1942 white Hollywood star.
During the film, she is forced to come to grips with a

Recently SHU obtained a grant
for Valley students to help them
train for their professional life.
“This is a partnership grant that
SHU has obtained in the Valley
area through the Private Industry
Counsel of S.W.CT,” said Dr.
Barbara Zuffa associate professor
and director of Valley Campus.
The grant was $13,500.
“The grant serves high school
students from Derby, Ansonia and

EmmettO’Brien high school,” said
Dr. Zuffa. “This after school pro
gram, for two days a week provides
training in job skills and comput
ers for students at the Valley Cam
pus.

and computer skills, and also de
veloping job skills,” stated Cobb.
This year we plan to work on
computer and job skills, such as
writing cover letters, resumes and
interview skills.
The fourteen week program
started in February and ends on
June 20th.

“We are trying to ready those
students for further education in
college. They will be learning
about college life,” said Zuffa.
“This is our second year now
in the Valley Campus,” said Josias
Mason Cobb user service coordi
nator. “Last year we emphasized
three areas-mathematics, English

“They are picking up ideas how
to react in an interview and how to
obtain a better job,” said Cobb.
“SHU wants to provide this
community service to the Valley
students,” concluded Dr. Zuffa.

TiodA’. families find education hard to afford
iiicctipn Fnr EditdW
Nominations for Editor-in-Chief of the Spectrum
newspaper are now being accepted. Deadline is Thurs
day March 26. Elections will be held April 2.
Candidates will present a plan for the future to the
present Editorial Board on Tuesday March 31.

LOST RING
Class of '92
Blue stone
Coast Guard Academy
Please call
Michelle Ferro
332-1205
Or return to Security office on
campus.
It's a very important ring with a lot
of personal value to the owner. If
found, please call!

Continued from page 1
Finally the act simplify the federal
student application into one
streamlined form.
“Those families who can least
afford to borrow shouldn’t be
forced to leverage themselves to
the hilt to help give their children
educational opportunities beyond
high school,” Dodd said.
In stressing the need for the
measure, Dodd pointed out that
rising tuition costs, high loan de
faults costs and the tightening of
Pell Grant and Stafford student
loan eligibility requirements are
making it harder for many fami
lies to afford higher education.
In addition to the student assis
tance legislation, the Senate also
incorporated into the higher edu
cation system by allowing the
National Board of Teachers to
conduct independent research on

methods of teacher assessment,
and his legislation to strengthen
the nation’s commitment to inter
national education and expand the
study of foreign languages and
cultures.

The Senate’s Feb. 21 vote an
gered many student groups.
As reported by the College
Press Service, “We are outraged
that the Senate did not take this
opportunity to give all Americans
the ability to obtain a
postsecondary education,” said
Tajel Shah, president of the United
States Student Association.
“This sends a message to
America’s hard-pressed students
and families that a postsecondary
education is only accessible to
those fortunate few with the means
to afford skyrocketing tuition,”
Shah said.
Other student advocates ex
pressed surprise at the news, but
acknowledged that budget con
straints made it difficult for sena
tors to support the measure. “It’s a
tough economic and budgetary
time,” said Michelle Stent, vice
president for government relations
at the United Negro College Fund.

While passing the measure of
allowing students further financial
assistance, the Senate dropped a
popular provision that would
convert the Pell Grant into an en
titlement.
The entitlement issue was not
brought to a vote because Senators
felt that a defeat would jeopardize
the entire bill. The bill remains
alive in a House student aid bill
but faces opposition there also
because of cost concerns.
Pell Grants would receive au
tomatic funding as an entitlement,
thereby avoiding the annual ap
propriations process that often
leaves the program short of its
authorized funding level.

CLASSIFIED ADS
DRIVERS WANTED
COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Drive an ice cream truck in
your home town in Con
necticut or Westchester
County this summer. Sell
Good Humor and other ice
creams. Earn $650-$950
per week. Apply now, not
in May. BLUE SKY BAR
ICE CREAM, 366-2641,
Mon. - Sat., between 8-4.

1

1

Cash paid for used Levis 501
CRUISE JOBS
■
button-fly jeans. $5 per pair. ■
Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn
Any amount. $7 paid for $2,000-t- per month working on
used Levis jean jackets. Other cruise ships. Holiday, Summer
Full-time employment avail
used Levis styles, call for and
able. For Employment Program
price. Call days 877-1041.
caU 1-206-5454155 ext. C 330

To place your classified ad, call Paul McCormack
at 371-7966.
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Alcohol Awareness Week raises consciousness at SHU
By Elaine LeStrange

Staff Writer

Chapter Administrator of M.A.D.D. (Mothers Against Drunk Driving) for Fairfield County relates
her own personal story of tragedy with a drunk driving incident as President Cernera and Student
Government President A.J. Ciesielski look on after their own remarks.
Photo by Michael Champagne

On Tuesday, March 24, two
hundred Sacred Heart University
students launched balloons in
homage to those who have died
because of alcohol-related acci
dents in the state durring 1991.
The balloon lift was one of the
highlights of Alcohol Awareness
Week, being celebrated by the
University until March 27.
Pat Palombi, the president of
the Fairfield chapter of Mothers
Against
Drunk
Driving
(M.A.D.D.) spoke at the event.
She was followed by SHU Presi
dent Anthony J. Cernera and Stu
dent Government President
A.J.Ciesielski.
“Durring the entire week we
will be trying to raise the aware
ness of how big a problem drink
ing and driving has become,” said

SHU graduate student Jennifer
Lee, co-coordinator of the activi
ties. “We want to draw attention
to the fact that this is a major killer
in our society.”
Documentaries depicting ac
tual footage of alcohol-related auto
accidents and their aftermath are
being shown throughout the week
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the hall
across from the cafeteria.
In addition, a wrecked car is
being displayed with statistics
about drinking and driving, and a
table is set up in front of the caf
eteria with pamphlets and other
materials. More than 1,000 buttons
reading “No Thanks, I’m Driving”
have been handed out to students.
Another highlight of the week
occurred today when an “Impact
Panel” of people involved in al
cohol-related accidents talked
about how these accidents changed
their lives.

Yale graduates write hot cookbook for cafeteria captives
(CPS) “Your relationship with
cafeteria sandwiches may be get
ting stale. Maybe it’s time for you
to start seeing other recipes. Re
member, love means never hav
ing to say you’re hungry.”
So reads “Tray Gourmet:Be
Your Own Chef in the College
Cafeteria,” a book that promises
to make memorable meals out of
cafeteria chow.
The 192-page paperback by
former Yale University students
Lany Berger and Lynn Harris
(Lake Isle Press, $10.95) offers
simple solutions to ho-hum insti
tutional cooking by relying on the
microwave, salad bar and condi
ments.
Harris and Berger, who shared
Yale cafeteria meals together since
their freshman year, started the
book years ago.
“We had a microwave and a
big salad bar...and we turned it
into an advanced art form,” Harris

said. “We’re the ones who real
ized that the microwave could re
ally go places.”
Since publication, the authors
have been deluged with similar
recipes from throughout the
country.”People will call and say,
‘Oh I do that,’ and send us their
recipes,” Harris said.
A chapter for example, is de
voted to “Multi-Culteral Tuna”
featuring a recipe for “Dead White
Male Tuna” which consists of “3/
4 bowl of plain tuna fish and one
heaping soup spoon of mayon
naise.”
By adding soy sauce and
chopped green pepper, the recipe
concerts to “Asian Tuna,” add
curry and it becomes “Indian
Tuna,” and Dijon mustard and
onions transform the dish into
“Continental Tuna.”
In another chapter, “Rebel
Without a Sauce: Rehabilitating
Plain Pasta,” an “Algerian Pasta”

Do not throm paper
tomels in toilet.
Please use proper uias+econtainers.

Join our
team
The Spectrum is looking for advanced and entrylevel personnel for all sections of the paper.
We offer:

^
^

Hands on learning experi
ences which translate into job
marketability upon graduation.
• A staff of editors and writers
devoted to the art of writing.
• A congenial, professional work
place.
• Specialized training in writing,
word processing, copy-editing,
proofre
proofreading, layout and
graphic
graphics, and photography.
by the Spactrum office
in room S219 today.

features tuna and raw broccoli,
and was created by a contributing
Yale student who describes it “a

In one chapter, “Rebel
Without a Sauce:
Rehabilitating Plain
Pasta,” an “Algerian
Pasta” features tuna
and raw broccoli, and
was created by a con
tributing Yale student
who describes it “a
delightful mix of color
and textures.”
delightful mix of color and tex
tures.”
Some of Berger and Harris’

tried-and-true recipes are stun
ningly simple. For example: “Pie
Beta Kappa” is “one slice of pie,
any kind with 2 scoops of ice
cream, any kind.”
Students can now disguise that
inevitable portion of mystery meat
served in college cafeterias across
the United States.
The book suggests a sauce, for
example, to dress up institutional
roast beef: microwave a combina
tion
of
peanut
butter,
Worcestershire sauce, lemon

Crepes and Pita Fajitas.
“This thoroughly entertaining
book is surprisingly accurate, en
tirely practical and professionally
wrought,” says Publisher’s
Weekly.
The Campus Marketplace says:
“This trade paperback would stand
on its own as a humor book, but
it’s far too practical to be dis
missed as silly.”
Portions of the proceeds of
“Tray Gourmet” will go to the

juice, sugar or honej^oy sauce"~^

and a dash of ginger.
For bland pork dishes, the book
offers a topping of ketchup, lemon
juice, cinnamon, red pepper flakes
and as many drops of tabasco as
you dare.”
Other recipes in the cleverly
illustrated
book
include
Nietzsche’s Nachos, Chinese
Peanut Pasta, Plato’s Pita Pocket,
Holy Guacamole, Je Ne Sais Quoi

England, graduated summa cum
laude in 1990 from Yale, where he
won the undergraduate fiction
writing competition.
Harris is also a summa cum
laude graduate from Yale and is
now a free-lance writer. Illustra
tor Chris Kalb, former graphics
editor of the Yale Daily News,
graduated from Yale in 1990 with
a degree in graphic design.

THE PRESIDENTIAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

"Don't miss this opportunity"
...if you are an incoming Junior or Senior
with a GPA of 3.2 or above you are
eligible to participate in this program...
A program committed to the enhancement of your:
• Academic enrichment
• Leadership skills
• Writing, communication, public relations and
organizational skills
• Exposure to the University's commitment to community
service
• Knowledge of local, state, federal, and global issues
• Peace, justice, and social welfare concerns

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Dr. Kristen Wenzel - Director
RoomNllSB
Academic Affairs Office
Phone: 371-7778
v
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They’re back!
Yes, it’s true. The Professors World Peace Acad
emy has returned to Bridgeport with an additional eight
million dollars to purchase the University of Bridgeport.
According to reports in iht Bridgeport Post on Wednesday,
March 18, page All, the Board of Trustees are now
seriously reconsidering the proposal of the PWPA in light
of the additional eight million dollars.
According to the President’s Office, all informa
tion from the Board of Trustees meeting is confidential. So,
that’s the score: The Moonies $8,000,000.00, SHU $0.00

It doesn’t surprise me. A stu
dent expressed her honest opinion
regarding the qualifications she
looks for in a candidate for the
Presidency of the United States
and because a few people found it
off color, all Hell breaks loose.
What is sad about the whole
situation is that all the people who
are now complaining were among
the silent majority when it came to
the important issues that have af
fected the students of Sacred Heart
during this academic year.
Where were the cries of outrage
when students were threatened
with loosing their ability to
evaluate professors? Where were
the cries of outrage when the
Spectrum brought to light charges
of discrimination; when the li
brary hours were cut; when the
students of Sacred Heart were
saddled with a ten dollar per se
mester tariff for using the library?
Where were the cries of out
rage when the Spectrum exposed a
fear, on behalf of the students and
faculty of this institution, to speak
openly about the issues that affect
us all; when there wasn't a Womens

center; or a school nurse?
There was silence!
O.K., we were wrong. But,
when it came to the important
issues that affect every student on
this campus, there was silence
from the Administration, the Fac
ulty and Student Government.
The three organizations which
should be at the forefront of stu
dents rights. Why the silence
with these issues and now every
one is so outspoken? Is it because
this is a “safe” topic?
Why hasn’t anyone picked up
on the sexually harassing aspect
of this statement? Rest assured, if
this had been a man that had said
something like this pertaining to
a woman, there would have been
charges filed!
Oh, the hypocrisy! I am ap
palled at the double standards
which are placed on the people of
this, the American Society. So,
by this very action, it is alright for
a woman to sexually harrass a
man, but the reverse is not true!
Let’s get some comments on that!
The anger and outrage should
not be directed at the Spectrum

for bringing this to light. The
anger should be directed at the
American educational system,
from Kindergarten through the
final year of college, which has
neglected to teach people what
responsibilities are inherent in
being a voter.
There, I said it. Perhaps Jamie
is right. With an adulterer, a Nazi,
an anti-semite, “Governor Moon
beam” and the wimp still in the
race she is telling us we should be
looking for people who are better
qualified to be President.
I’ve said it all before and was
labeled as a fanatic and “out of
touch with reality”. If the educa
tional system does not return to
the values of educating people
about the responsibilities of being
a voter then the Nazi or Governor
Moonbeam may very well be in
the White House. Then it will be
too late.
Wake up people! Don’t direct
your anger at the Spectrum. Di
rect it at those who are ignorant
and the educational system which
as put them there! It’s later than
you think!

^ Stopping to smell the baked beans
The car is smashed, and so was the driver
By Chris Nicholson

Outside the cafeteria is a van that was involved in
a drunk driving accident. When we first saw it, we noted
that it wasn't really that badly damaged. There is minimal
damage to the side, and the front end "crunch-zone" is
caved in. It really didn’t look too bad.
Then we noticed the round indentation in the wind
shield where the victim's head was crushed. This revelation
cooled our cynicism slightly, but still, joking around, we
noted that the fatalaty looked more like a case of no seatbelt
being worn than anything else.
Upon close rexamination, we fell silent. There are
still hairs from the victim that remain embedded in the
cracks of the windshield. It finally hit us: someone died in
that van. And they died in an accident caused by someone
too foolish to pass off the keys to a friend.
Drinking and driving is irresponsible. You can
drink any time you want. You can get drunk all you want.
You can drive drunk as much as you wish. But you only die
once.

EDITORIAL POLICY: The opinions expressed on the editorial
page(s), whether in signed columns or letters to the editor, are
solely those of the authors. Unsigned editorials appearing in the far
left column of the first editorial page represent the majority opinion
of the Spectrum Editorial Board. Guest columns and letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All are subject to editing for
spelling, punctuation, grammar and clarity. Letters to the editor
should not exceed 350 words and will be considered on a space
basis. All submissions are reviewed by the Editorial Board and
final decisions are made by the Editor-in-Chief.
The Spectrum is a student-run newspaper of Sacred Heart Univer
sity. It is published every Thursday during the academic year. The
Spectrum office is located in the Academic Building, room S219.
The phone number is (203) 371-7963. All mail to the Spectrum
should be sent to Sacred Heart University c/o The Spectrum, 5151
Park Ave., Fairfield, CT 06432-1023. The Spectrum believes all
advertising to be correct but cannot guarantee its accuracy. The
deadline is nine (9) days prior to publication. For information call
(203) 371-7966.

Associate Editor
Spring is here. I’ve waited
twelve months for it to happen,
and it has happened, right on
time, just like every year before
it. But something is different
about the beginning of spring
this year. The air smells just a bit
fresher, the rain is falling a bit
more softly, and the first robin I
saw sang a little prettier than
I’ve ever heard before. Spring is
different in 1992.
When I think back to one
year ago, I can see how much
different my life was. I had
never been to a jazz concert. My
best friend was somebody I was
just beginning to know. I knew
the girl I was going to marry.
But in one year, things have
changed. Today I love jazz, I
don’t know how I ever got along
without having my friend Jay to
turn to, and I finally found the
courage to let go of a love I knew
was wrong.
Not everything in my life
has changed in one year, but
enough has changed to make me
think about how quickly life can
pass me by when I’m not paying
attention.
One year doesn’t seem like
such a long time. A baby is

conceived and bom in less than
one year. The Yankees go through
three managers in one year. So
why does it seem like one year is
nothing, when it is obviously so
long? I began to wonder. How
has so much of my life changed in
a period of time that I don’t re
member passing?
I believe I’ve found an answer
to my question
Last week I drove to Boston
with a good friend. We weren’t
going on vacation, and we weren ’t
going sight-seeing or even shop
ping for the day. We went for
dinner. That’s right, we drove
three hours to Boston for diimer,
and we didn’t even eat at a nice
restaurant
we ate at a pancake
house. We spent six hours on the
road and $40 worth of gas just to
drive to Boston for a $15 meal.
But it was fun.
The exciting part about the
trip obviously wasn’t the dinner.
It was driving for endless hours
with one of the few people on this
earth with whom I can have an
honest and uninhibited conversa
tion. I was happy, and for me,
those six hours lasted forever.
The reason that six hour drive
was so special was because I didn’t
let it pass by in a flash. Instead, I
enjoyed spending quality time with
a good friend, not worrying about
when I had to get to class, or when

I should get home to bed. For six
hours I stopped time. I took time
to speak with my heart and listen
with my soul. For six hours I
paid attention to life instead of
letting it pass me by.
I once read a critic who
wrote that you know you’ve seen
a good movie when, while
leaving the theatre, you begin to
look at life a little differently.
If I had to critique that evening,
I would say it was a good one,
because after that night, I began
to look at life a little differently.
Since then I have tried to enjoy
the things I do instead of just
mshing to get them done. I have
tried to live life instead of letting
it live itself.
Spring is a time of new be
ginnings. Have I had a new
beginning? Probably not. I’ve
changed a little, and I look at life
a little differently, but in a few
weeks I’ll be back to the same
old me.
Well, I won’tbe entirely the
same. My few shorts weeks of
introspection will change some
little part of me, but I won’t
know what the change is for a
long time. I imagine I won’t
know until next spring, when the
air is fresher, the rain softer, and
the bird songs prettier, and when
spring is completely different
once again.
,
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Letters to the Editor
INCREASE IN LIBRABRY URGED
Dear Editor;
The library is a very quite place
after my first class and I enjoy the
peace and quiet while I read the
New York Times. I do enjoy this
facet of the University but this is
one of the only things that I like
about our library. It is important
for a university to have a large
and diverse library for its students
to use. The cost of having such a
library is great but it is a valuable
asset.
All of the major universities
have large and very extensive
libraries where their students can
only find information but work in
a quiet place. They understand
that their students need extensive
sources for their term papers and
other research. They have large
areas for these activities and their
students benefit greatly from it.
In most of my classes the
students that do extremely well
are those who read books out of
class on the subjects that they are
taking . When I went to the

library I could not find books that
could help me for several subjects
because the books were dated or
insufficient. I went to the Fairfield
University Library and found that
they did have a larger selection of
books and periodicals but not that
much larger than our own selection
at SHU.
I had the occasion to visit the
main library at Harvard while I
was in Boston and could not be
lieve the extent of their library. I
guess this would be the place to
find the ideal college library see
ing that they have unlimited funds.
The library at Harvard had almost
too many sources so that you be
came easily lost in the library,
never to be seen again.
I still believe we need to expand
the library at a faster rate while
still realizing that it is expensive.
It is a very worthwhile endeavor
and will help our students in the
long run.
Matthew Zsebik

SNOW JOB
To the Editor:
I am disgusted with the Ad
ministration (so what else is new?)
regarding the decision to open
school at 11:00 a.m. during the
recent snowstorm.
Schools like Fairfield and
WestConn can keep their schools
open since the majority of students
are residents. Sacred Heart has
over four thousand students with
only too hundred being residents.
That is not meant to be an insult to
residents, it’s just a statement of
fact. So, in essence, SHU is still
a
commuter
school.
COMMUTERS...remember us?
At 11:00 a.m. it was still snow
ing, the roads weren’tplowed, the
highways, especially Route 8,
were very hazardous for anybody
to drive.
As a matter of fact, it was still
snowing by 4:00 p.m., so why did
we still have class? A great many

classes were cancelled by profes
sor anyway since the Administra
tion didn’t have the good sense to
do it themselves. It was plain
inconsiderate to ask students, fac
ulty members, and staff to risk
their necks to get here when con
ditions were so perilous.
The next time it snows like it
did on Thursday, the Administra
tion had better think more care
fully about the risk they are placing
upon the students, faculty and staff
by having us come in.. Most of us
cannot simply walk down the
street, for some the drive is over
an hour long in good weather. If
that doesn’t spark some consider
ation and compassion, then look
at it this way...you wouldn’t want
your car wrapped around a tree,
would you?
Sincerely,
Jayme McCaughern-Carucci

Library Improvement Urged
Dear Editor:
The Sacred Heart library is an
excellent place to go if you need a
quiet place to study. However, if
you need to find information, it is
not the place to go.
I’m sure I’m not the only stu-

dent who has experienced diffi
culty in finding information. If
the library does have the infor
mation you’re looking for, the
next problem is finding it.
Once you find the article need,
you then have to find the micro
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Observations
from a Broad
you know and like get priority
over people you dislike (or mem
Columnist
bers of the same sender you don't
know). Depending upon how ef
fectively you executed the sur
reptitious over the shoulder surI have a philosophical ques vcillanre. your options here could
tion for you. No, it has nothing to be limited.
f'he velocity philosophy —■
do with whetter a mangels wetter
if he walks or nms in the rain how' fast is the person going? I low
(This answer is. of course, fifty). far are they from the door? Most
My question is this: how far importantly: will they be able to
behind you does a person have make it to the door before it closes
fo be before you can, in good if you. let it go? There are two
conscience, not hold the door potential disasters inherent in this
step: I) If you overestimate the
for them?
I 'm not looking fora specific velocity (or underestimate the
number; I’m sure it varies with distance), you could get stuck
the situation. Fmjust looking for holding the door for an eternity us
a ballpark figure. Maybe some y oil wait for your fellow thre.shold
sort of guidelines to help in traveler to close the gap. Once
making the nearly instantaneous you stop, it becomes apparent that
decision as it arises. This process you have seen them coming. Two
involves four major steps:
potential scenario.s exist in this
I he .siirreptifioii', over the \ case: a) The person will continue
.shoulder surveillance— thisisa at the same speed thus leaving you
highly complex maneuver, in that as the self-appointed guardian of
you must be able to get a good the gateway until such time as
view of the person, yet not let they get within disiiuice to relieve
them know that you've seen them. ytiii. or b) they w ill speed up (run
This can usually bo accomplished even), thus single-handedly ren
by a slight toss of the head. I low- dering your ctiurtesy needless. 2)
over. if your peripheral vision is If you underestimate the velocity
particularly bad. you may need i or overestimate the distance'), they
to actually execute a half turn to may catch the door before it fully
closes, despite the fact that you
facilitate optimal scrutiny.
The personal reco'^niiion attempted to let it .slam in their
evaluation - if you know the face (this is directly proportional
person, or if they can get you to the door's closure execution
fired or in some other way affect speed, w hich cannot competently
youiiitheneai fiitiiic. yon'fioiild be factored into the
give special consideration here. losophy iinle.ss you happen to be
Sometimes the evaluation can be adequately acquainted with the
skewed one way or the other il aforementioned door).
If the doorway dissident does
the person iscarryitig something,
or if they happen to be a very manage to catch the closing door,
attractivememberoftheopposite immediatceongrainlations should
gender. In general, people that be made on his/her speed and
ByJ. Broad

film that contains it. The library
needs to improve the microfilm
room. The number of machines
that print is inadequate when
compared to the needs of the stu
dents. If you are lucky enough to
get a machine that prints, the copy
is illegible.
The staff should be more un

derstanding to the needs of the
students. If we are to succeed in
our research, we need to have a
good working relationship with
the library staff. There are some
staff members who get annoyed
when asked a simple question.
Overall, the library needs to be
improved. We need a place to go

•- and maybe give them
a quarter.
Mood inventory — yours
and hirers. It all comes down
to if you really want to hold the
door for this particular other
person. If it is obvious that t/tey
are in a bad mood, it might
brighten their day a bit to show
them a little courtesy — then
again, ilmightbrighten yourday
not to.
Once the decision has been
made to, in fact, hold the door
(for whatever reason), you have
a number of styles from which to
choose.
The Flip and Run style in
volves pushing the door with
sufficient force to propel it to the
outmost limits of its hinged ex
istence in the hope that, in the
time it takes the door to fully
open and make the return trip,
the procrastinating pedestrian
will have arrested the door’s
flight and begun to traverse its
boundary himself.
The Relay Release style
consists of the first party holding
the door only until the second
party gets his^er hand on it. The
first party then relinquishes
control of the door’s destiny to
the second party.
The Total Hold finds the
designated holder maintaining
control of the door until the
courtesy recipient passed
through the threshold unscathed.
Thi-s is usuallv reserved for well-

liked, powerful individuals ear
thing something, or attractive
members of the opposite sex. If
you ever receive such a courtesy
from someone, please remember
to express gratitude — and
maybe give them a quarter.

to do research. The staff needs to
understand that sometimes we
need assistance with our work. If
the university added to the library
it would be very beneficial to the
students.
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"he Student Voice
By Michael Champagne
How do you feel about the new smoking policy?

Jill Ruzbarsky
Freshman
English

Patti Schiano
Sophomore
Psychology

Lionel Coleman
Junior
Criminal Justice

Katya Vimogradova
Freshman
Undecided

John Napoli
Junior
Business Management

I love it. The only reason I’m
here in Chubby’s (Lounge) is
because it’s got the only
television on campus where I
can relax.

It’s stupid because it’s all
confined to one area. If they are
going to try to keep Chubby’s
(a) smoking (area), they should
have done half the Cafeteria as
well.

W ijat sn. 'king policy?

I feel that it’s fair because
before people used to smoke
everywhere and that offended
people like me and other
students who don’t smoke.

I think it’s good that it’s
confined to certain areas.
People who smoke should
smoke with other smokers and
people who don’t (smi'^e)
shouldn’t have to deal with it.

features

Todd Ross: of the students and for the students
By Kelly Phillips and
Kathy Bothos
Features Editors
“Do you know where Todd
Ross is?”
“I think he’s at the Star Meet
ing.” “No, he’s at the Program
ming meeting.” “He’s in the caf
eteria.” “Todd? He’s every
where.”
Rather than running around
the campus, we decided to stake
out in front of the Student Govern
ment Office, where he ’ d be sure to
saunter in sooner or later. After
fifteen minutes, Todd rounds the
comer, waving and giving highfive’s to friends. Inside the office
Todd, still surrounded by many
friends,finally sits down as the
interview begins.
A Milford resident and Sacred
Heart junior, twenty-year-old
Todd Ross has been involved in
Student Government since his first
day at SHU in the fall of ‘89. At
the present time, his position as
Student Government vice-presi
dent keeps him very busy.
His duties as vice-president
include taking over the Student
Government if current president
A. J. Ciesielski is unable to fulfill
his job, aids in making decisions,
and is responsible for all commit
tees designed by Student Gov
ernment. He heads two of the
larger committees: the Sunshine
Committee, which sends flowers

By J. Broad
Columnist
Dear J.:
Just over a year ago, I broke
up with my girlfriend. At that
time we decided to remain friends.
For me, remaining friends was the
ideal ending to the relationship —
or was it?
I know for a fact that she still
believes that we will get together
again. She is constantly telling
our mutual friends that she is not
over me. I have made it perfectly
clear that I do not want to date her
anymore.
I’m wondering to myself if
continuing the friendship is ap
propriate considering the situation.
In my mind, I have a friend; in her
mind, she has a temporarily “offduty” boyfriend.
I would really like to remain
friends with her, but if she will not
move on to newer relationships,
then maybe I’m to blame. Am I
sending her the wrong signal? I
hate to see her waiting around for
something that will not and cannot
happen. Is it my duty as her friend
to discontinue the “friendship” in
order to get her to let go?
I would like to remain friends
with her. I’ve made it clear to her
and everyone around us that all
I’m interested in is a friendship. Is
breaking all contact with her my
only solution? — Wrong Signal
Dear Wrong Signal:
My first instinct is to tell you
to break all contact with her and
let her be mad at you for a while.
I think that every couple that breaks
up needs to be away from each
other for a bit before even at
tempting a “friendship.” However,
since a year has already passed.

and cards in the case of someone ’ s
illness or death, and observes and
rules over the Judiciary Board.
According to Todd, the Stu
dent Government is a tightly mn
organization. Everyone disagrees
about certain things at times, but
when it comes right down to it,
they’re all there for the same
purpose: the students. “Our job is
like a lawyer for the students,”
said Todd. “We represent the
students and make sure they’re
taken care of.”
Excited about upcoming ideas
and committees, Todd stresses, “I
want everyone to know that Stu
dent Government meetings are
always open to the public. The
Student Government can’t con
tinue to grow and become stron
ger without the student’s inputs
and ideas. If they don’t think
we’re doing a good job, then they
have to come down and tell us.
But we don’t know how we’re
doing unless the students voice
their opinions. Right now I feel
we’re headed into an even more
powerful Student Government in
the future.”
One of the things Todd be
lieves in is student involvement,
and obviously he proves to be an
outrageous example of student
activity. Besides his dutiful po
sition as Student Government vicepresident, Todd finds time to be
active in several other organiza
tions and activities. He acts on the

it’s a little late to suggest taking a
break before attempting a friend
ship.
What we have here is a fail
ure to communicate. You’re tell
ing her one thing and she’s hear
ing another. On the other side of
that, she’s telling you one thing
and telling everybody else some
thing different. If you don’t get
this straightened out soon, you’ll
lose each other completely
(probably right after you start
seeing someone new).
Tell her again that all you are
interested in is a friendship. Play
it off like “I’ve been getting the
impression lately...” or “I have
been picking up vibes lately...”
that she might want to be more
than friends. This way, she can
deny it and save face while you get
your point across. If this doesn’t
work, then I’m afraid you have no
choice but to cease all contact
with her. You may end up losing
her entirely, but this may be the
only way you two have a chance at
friendship at all. Anything is better
than letting her continue to imagine
a romantic reunion.
Dear J.:
I’m a male student (a senior)
at SHU, and I’ve never had a date
with a girl. It’s not that I don’t like
anyone, but I’m just too shy to ask
a girl out. There are several girls
that I am interested in, and now
that I’m 21 years old, I think it’s
about time I met the opposite sex.
I’m a fairly attractive person with
above average intelligence. I can
tell you’re a guy who can under
stand my position. —Too Grown
Up to be Alone
Dear T.G.U.T.B.A.:
I’m not quite sure what you
meant by your last sentence, so
I’m going to assume you meant

Programming Board, Strategic
Planning Committee, sees over the
Judiciary Board, acts on the new
organization C.C.O. (Council for
Clubs and Organizations), is active
in the Class of ‘93, and is also a
member of the J.F.O., Irish and
Italian Clubs.
This energetic and outgoing
individual seems to get along with
just about everyone. “I love SHU,”
Todd stated, smiling. “I love the
people here, the students. If I
didn’tloveitiwouldn’tbehere. If
you want to be involved in Student
Government or be a representative
of your class, you have to have
respect for it. And in order to have
respect, you have to know what it
involves. I have a lot of respect for
this position. If I didn’t love the
job, I certainly wouldn’t put in as
many hours as I do.”
Not only does he have respect
for the students, but he idolizes
the faculty such as Dr. Calabrese
and Tom Kelly, and he also often
looks to A.J. Ciesielski for answers
and advice.
When he’s not busy being
vice-president or attending meet
ings or doing homework, Todd
works twenty-five hours a week at
his parent’s furniture store in
Milford, loves to spend time with
his friends (who he values highly
as one of the most important things
in his life),= and enjoys sleeping
late when he has the opportunity.
As a psychology major with

that I’m a tremendously sensitive
guy (fairly attractive with above
average intelligence) who feels
real pain when others suffer.
It’s sort of a sad system that
we live under, in that guys are, for
the most part, still expected to
make the first move, while girls
are limited to dating only those
guys with enough self-confidence
(ego?) to ask them.
In any event, you really don’t
have much choice but to get over
your fear and go ahead and ask,
because, this is difficult to say...
there is no Cupid. My point is that
you’re going to have to “just do
it.”
Being rather shy in dating
myself (yes, even I become a
stuttering schoolboy sometimes),
I have a few suggestions for you:
1) get to know the girl first — if
you become comfortable talking
to her in general, asking her out
won’t be so difficult and 2) perhaps
one of your friends has a girlfriend
with a single friend (or something
like that) — getting “fixed up” is
a good way to avoid having to
actually “ask” to get a date.
I don ’ t recommend asking out
a girl that you hardly know, but
then again, that may be just my
personal preference. Of all my
relationships, I only asked one girl
out not really knowing anything
about her. I ended up engaged to
her, and if you’re a faithful reader
of my Observations... column,
you already know what a disaster
that turned out to be.
To write to Common Sense:
Place letter in envelope and drop
it in the Spectrum's mailbox next
to Activities. Or mall it to: Com
mon Sense, J. Broad / Spectrum
Newspaper / 5151 Park Ave. /
Fairfield, CT 06432.

Student Government Vice President Todd Ross (center) meets
with SHU students Lori Guerrera and Ernesto Carriazo Osorio.
Photo by Michael Champagne
an emphasis in communication,
Todd’s future plans are to attend
Graduate School and then pursue
a career in psychology.
Many people believe that
Todd will be a success in life.

Ciesielski commented about Todd,
“He has a promising future here at
SHU, and in the real world as
well. He’s energetic, motivated
and loves Sacred Heart. He’s re
ally an asset to have on campus.”

Club Happenings
Club Happenings is available for use by all clubs on
campus. To get in your club’s listing, drop off all
pertinent information to the Spectrum office. The dead
line for all notices is the Wednesday before the week of
the desired issue. All submissions will appear on a space
available basis and will be given attention in order of
receipt and timeliness.

Student Ambassadors
The student ambassadors encourage you to come
enjoy ice cream sundaes at their ice cream party in the
I cale. Sundaes with creative toppings will be sold today,
March 26, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Come one, come all,
I and enjoy I ■

I Class of 1994
The class of 1994 will be sponsoring a raffle in front I
of the cafeteria culminating on March 26. Please stop by
and support the sophomore class. Among the prizes to
be raffled are movie passes; compact diiscs and a gift
certificate to JC Hillary’s,

Computer Science Club
The Cornputer Science Clut), in conjunction ^
with the computer science faculty , will sponsor a semi-1
nar on “Computing and Human Values” on April 2nd at 1
the Schine Auditorium at 6:30 p.m.. Dr. Terry Bynum,
director of the Research Center on Computing and^
Society, will speak on the major impact, both positive J
and negative, of computer technology upon human val- ;
ues. The presentation will examine the social and ethical ^
impact of computing and the rapidly growing field of ^
“computer ethics.” Contact club secretary Donna Newlan
at 371 -7962 for more infomiation.
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Single mothers share thoughts and feelings about their lives
By Kathy Bothos and
Kelly Phillips

Features Editors

In a previous article, young
mothers attending Sacred Heart
were portrayed by the support
group called “Being a Single Par
ent and Attending College.” Since
then, we have had the opportunity
to personally speak with two of
these young moms.
Nicole, age twenty, with one
2-year old son, and Roshanda, age
nineteen, raising two daughters,
three and four years old, are two of
several young others attending
SHU while at the same time rais
ing a child or two alone.
Both second semester fresh
man, the two women sit across
from each other, appearing to be
the average every day college stu
dents, Nicole juggling a school
schedule offive classes, Roshanda
with four.
Spectrum: Have you known each
other long?
Roshanda: We met three years
ago in an outside group for teen
age mothers. We’ve become great
friends since then.
Spectrum: How do you handle
raising a child and going to school
at the same time?
Nicole: It comes day by day. It
just happens . There’s really no
way you can plan it. With a child
that’s two years old^ there’s no
telling what’s going to happen

next. It’s full of surprises and it’s
hard, but that’s how it is and I’m
just learning to handle it all.
Spectrum: Do you have trouble
finding babysitters?
Nicole: I don’t have any problem
usually.
Roshanda: My girls go to a day
care school so I don’t have
problems with finding a sitter,
but like Nicole said before,
whatever happens happens. If
something comes up, my main
priority is to my kids. You
can’t be a student one day, a
mother the next , and a party
animal the following day.

while he’s taking a nap. When
ever I can.
Roj/ianda.'Same with me. I study
every night from 8-11 after the
kids are asleep. I can never study
during the day because the kids
are up and running around, fight
ing , getting into everything. It

Spectrum: What do you do
when the kids are sick?
Roshanda: I have to stay home
to take care of them. The only
other one who could take care
of them is their father and he
has to work. I’ve missed a
couple classes already.

”It^s hard sometimes to
hear people talking about
teen pregnancy. And
that’s an issue that pops
up often. People have the
right to their own opinions
but sometimes I feel like
just standing up and an

Spectrum: What do you do on
Spectrum: How do people re
weekends?
act when they find out you’re
Nicole: Roshanda and I go out
mothers?
all the time together, with and
Roshanda: The only people that
without the kids But there are
really know about us are those
a lot of times when I really
that are close to us, or people
want to go, but I just can’t.
nouncing ’Hey, I’m a
we see and talk to on a regular
basis.
Spectrum: Do you ever get
single mother. You’re
Nicole: But it’s hard sometimes
frustrated or feel regretful
to hear people talking about talking about me!* They’d about having your children?
teen pregnancy. And that’s an
Roshanda: There are many
be shocked. **
issue that pops up often. People
times when you just feel like
have the right to their own
you can’t handle any of it
opinions but sometimes I feel
anymore. I feel as if someone
like just standing up and an
were to touch me. I’d actually
nouncing “Hey, I’m a single doesn’t give me much of a chance explode.
mother. You’re talking aboutme!” to even sit down.
Nicole: Sometimes I actually wish
They’d be shocked. It’s hard for
I could just give it all back, just so
people to believe we’re mothers Spectrum: How do you feel about I could feel like a regular college
and still going to school. It’s hard the support group Sr. Anne started student.
for them to accept or understand. last fall for young mothers on Roshanda: But we’ve come this
campus?
far. We’ve got to just keep going
Spectrum: When do you find time Nicole: I enjoy being in the group now.
- to -study?
it makes me feel good;
Nicole: I usually study at night or like Tm important. Igetmyfrusypectrum: What do you feel the

Relations in the 90’s: new threats
lead to new values and expectations
By Andy Maccabe

Staff Writer

Facing a wall of uncertainty
composed of the threat of disease
and questionable morals, it would
appear as though the 90’s will see
the emergence of new values and
standards in male/female relations.
In a Feb. \2New York Times
article, feminist author Paula
Kamen stated that “People today
are more cautious about making a
commitment, perhaps so cautious
they just can’t sit back and let
romance take over.”
Has romance been precluded
by these factors and replaced by
an emotionless development pe
riod for relationships?
Evidence suggests that ro
mance is still alive and has merely
been redefined in light of contem
porary circumstances. In fact many
feel that the escalation of sexual
diseases, for the most part, has
brought about a better approach to
relationships.
Dr. Marian Calabrese, asso
ciate professor of English, feels
that “Fears and problems of the
80’s have been compounded,
which is good and bad.”

trations out and Sr. Anne’s great.
In can tell her anything.
Roshanda: (nodding) I like being
part of this program. They’re
somebody to talk to. By now
we’re used to giving support,
(laughing) Support is our middle
name.

The beneficial aspect, in her
opinion, is that “This forces people
to really get to know one another.
Friendships are valued more, with
people going out in groups more
often.”
Students’ views seem to be
congruent with those of older
adults.
A female sociology/education
major who chose to remain
anonymous commented that “Ro
mance has more of a chance be
cause you have to get to know
someone better thesd days.”
An important standard in the
scope of modem relations is trust
and recognition.
Calabrese sees “trust and
friendship and mutual respect as
human beings before becoming
partners,” as the pattern now.

Though improved relations
seem to be on the horizon, how
does the media’s portrayal of ro
mance and associated issues weigh
on the situation?
The same New York Times
article stated that “A typical
American adolescent viewed more
than 14,000 instances of sexual
material on television during the
1987-88 season, but only 165 ref
erences dealt with sexually trans
mitted disease, birth control, or
abortion.” Though some programs
have dealt with the topics, most
have not.
“Every test reveals that kids
learn violence from television,”
said a male psychology major who
also requested anonymity. “I think
this principle applies to sexual
images also. More responsible
behavior should be shown.”
Calabrese sees “contrasting
images” in contemporary televi
sion. “I see specific specials on
certain topics and sexually am
biguous general programs. We’re
selling sex in ads, not automo
biles. However, some programs
are attempting to return to more
traditional values. Hopefully we
will allow kids to be kids instead
of pushing them into adult activi
ties as we have in the past.”

worst thing is about raising a child
and being a student?
Nicole: Not being able to do the
things that other college students
can do. If I want a car, I could be
saving up forever, and not get it,
because there’s always something
else that pops up with the kids. I
wish I could live in a dorm some
times. There are a lot of things I
wish I could do.
Roshanda: Other students our
age have lots of things I could
only dream of having, such as
more freedom, more time. I’ll
always manage my time around
the kids.
Spectrum: What is the best thing
about these situations?
Nicole: We’re going to college
not only for ourselves, but for our
kids, too. We’re trying to give
them a better place in life than
where we’re at now.
Roshanda: (proudly pointing to
her friend) Nicole just made the
dean’s list, by the way. She’s
doing great.
Nicole (blushing):
Stop.
Roshanda’s doing great too.
Spectrum: Congratulations. So
what are your future plans?
Roshanda: I want to be a lawyer.
It’ll take a long time but I’m going
to do it. After I graduate from
college, I want to go into parale
gal, do some work in that field,
save up enough money to pay my
way through law school.
Nicole: I want to be a social
worker, so I can help people, just
like others have helped us.

KATHLEEN CURT AVNE
Trumbull, CT
(203) 261-6069
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Jirts & ‘Entertainment

Oscar preview: Hollywood to honor its best
By Koleen Kaffan
A & E Editor
After the utterly depressing
Grammy’s, it’s time to move on to
another media spectacle that will
be invading our television, the
Academy awards. Even during
this recession we’re being faced
with the sales for movies have
stayed up with films such as Ter
minator II ($204.3 million) and
the academy ignored Home Alone

($129.5 million). For a film that
got so much media hustle they
were completely ignored for any
sort of nomination.
Under the best actress cat
egory both Thelma and Louise
(Geena Davis and Susan
Sarandon) are up against young
sters Laura Dem {Rambling Rose)
and Jodie Foster(Si7ence Of The
Lambs), and the Hollywood fa
vorite Bette Midler for her hardly
seen portrayal in For The Boys.
For best supporting actress
the age range spans from Jessica
Tandy in Fried Green Tomatoes,
and Juliette Lewis in Cape Fear,
with Diane La.AA{Rambling Rose,
Dem’s real life mom ), Kate
Nellington(r/ie Prince Of Tides),
and Mercedes Ruehl(r/ic Fisher
King) in between.
The nominations for best ac
tor go to newly married Hollywood
playboy Warren Beatty(BMgsy),
the versatile Robin Williams(r/ie
Fisher King), People’ magazine’s
sexiest male Nick Nolte(r/ie
Prince Of Tides), and veterans
Robert DeNiro(Cape Fear), and
Anthony Hopkins for his chilling
performance mThe Silence OfThe
Lambs.
In the best supporting actor
category it was held by five of
Hollywood’s greatest mature ac
tors. Tommy Lee Jones was
nominated for his role in JFK,
Harvey Keitel for Bugsy, Ben
Kingsley also tor Bugsy, Michael
Lemer for Barton Fink, and fi

nally Jack Balance for his
Jol^n Wayne-like perfor
mance in City Slickers.
For the best picture
nominees it was a mixture of
drama, pure terror and col
orful animation. Beauty and
the Beast is up against JFK,
Bugsy, The Prince OfTides,
and the ever frightening The
Silence of the Lambs . It
seems a bit odd to put an
animated full length film up
against such things as sto
ries of cannibals or the as
sassination of a president but
I’ve learned not to be sur
prised at these sorts of things.
Under the title of best
director the nominees in
clude Jonathan Demme {The
Silence of the Lambs), John
Singleton {Boyz N the Hood),
Barry Levinson {Bugsy),
Ridley Scott{Thelma &
Louise), and Oliver Stone
forhiscontroversial/FK. In
the race for that gold bald
guy known as Oscar it seems
that the academy has a wide
variety to choose from.
Though I think they’ll stick
with a nice safe choice as
many other awards show
have done.
I feel The Silence OfThe
Lambs has a great chance at
bringing home many of the Os
cars and I’m not alone. Premiere
magazine’s readers poll named it
best film as well as best new movie

on a video cassette. With all the
controversy surrounding/FK I’m
not really sure how well it’s going
to sit with the members of the
academy.

Through all of the awards be
sure to watch for the flashy
wardrobes,exciting speeches
(NOT!) and the many disappoint
ments and surprises.

Article 99
Renegade doctors bend the rules to adequately
treat their patients at a red-tape bound VA hospital
Visions of “M.A.S.H,”and “Catch-22'’ come to mind in
this fast-paced medical comedy that offers laughs along
with high drama. Some situations are farfetched, but the
characters are lively and appealing. Ray Liotta and
Kiefer Sutherland top the cast as dedicated physicians,
Eli Wallach steals scenes as an elderly patient. (R)
jOOD comedy DIR-Howard Deutch LEAD-Ray
Liotta RT-99mins. (Profanity)

My Cousin Vinny

EnerCetSoiiKliiiiliiMiM!

Joe Pesci does justice to his challenging title role
as acrudeand klutzy lawyer from Brooklyn. He Is called
to Alabama to defend his young nephew and a friend who
are mistakenly charged with murder. This fish-out-ofwater farce begins rather awkwardly. But, at last, Vinny
has his day in court and the film delivers some good
laughs as well as trail tension. Perry Vlason. cat your
heart out. Marisa Tomei co-stars as Vinny’s saucy girl
friend. (R) GOOD COMEDY DIR-Jonathan Lynn
LEAD-Joe Pesci RT-119 mins. (Profanity)

Howards End
From the formidable merchant-ivory film mak
ing team, an elegant, masterftil and richly rewarding
adaptation of E. N. Forster’s novel of English class
differences. Set in 1910. the compelling drama involves
the relationship of a shallow arLstocratic family and some
high-minded Londoers. An impeccable cast offers artis
tic performances; especially Anthony Hopkins as a rigid
and callous land owner and Helena Bonham Carter and
Emma Thompson as the intelligent city dwellers. Hoo
ray for a magnificent movie. (PG) GREAT DRAMA
DIR-James Ivory LEAD-Helena Bonham Carter RT145 mins.
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Cowboy Junkies hit scene with Black Eyed Man
By Presser E. Lease

Contirbuting Writer

“It was the whole rock ‘nroll,
on the road romance,” says
Michael Timmins of Cowboy
Junkies. “Coming into a town like
Gypsies, doing a show, then
moving on,” Back in Toront,
putting the finishing touches to
the band’s fourth album, BlackEyed Man. Michael is recalling
Cowboy Junkies’ 1990 north
American tour- a trip that followed
the release of the Junkies’ acc\&\vae,dTheCautionHorses, and
that spawned many of the story
like songs on Black-Eyed Man.
Playing venues such as New
York’s Beacon Theatre, the
Wiltem Theatre in Los Angeles,
and Toront’s Massey Hall, the
band was riding a crest of confi
dence, energy, and creativity. “The
song ideas got filed away on
napkins and hotel stationary, to be
worked on later when life settled
down. But on the tour, we just
kept moving, and the ideas kept
coming.”
In fact, things haven’t stopped

moving for Cowboy Junkies since
the grey April day in 1987 when
they recorded their second album,
the ground-breaking The Trinity
Sessions.
That year, Margo
Timmins’ voice—tranquil, slow
paced, hypnotic — became one of
the most talked about phenomena
in the pop music world., and Cow

boy Junkies became one of it’s
most celebrated bands.
With Trinity selling over a
million copies worldwide and rave
reviews from London, New York,
Toronto, and Tokyo, the Junkies
were suddenly an international
success. Margo, her brothers,
Michael (guitar) and Peter(drums),

and their longtime family friend,
Alan Anton(bass) had become
what one critic called “the coolest
band on earth.”
“We communicate well,” says
Margo. “We share, and that means
I often know what to bring to the
songs Michael writes, and he
knows what songs to write for me.

He knows what I need as a singer.”
Now, with the release of the
band’s fourth album, Black-Eyed
Man, the partnership between
Michael and Margo has taken
another step in its on-going evo
lution. Supported by Peter’s ac
complished drum-work and
Alan’s intricate bass, their mate
rial has taken on a new complex
ity. Michael’s lyrics, in songs
such as Oregon Hill, Southern
Rain, smdBlack-EyedMan are the
stuff of lean, evocative short sto
ries.
Michael’s love songs, sung
by Margo, are sometimes ad
dressed to a man, sometimes to a
woman, and there is no apparent
confusion in this. One of the most
intriguing songs on Black-Eyed
man—a duet performed by Margo
and legendary song-writer, John
Prine — is called If You Were the
Woman, andI was the Man. When
asked about it, both Michael and
Margo only smile enigmatically.
It’s as if they’ve found some new,
magic place that their music comes
from.
It’s as if, with Black-Eyed
Man, the Cowboy Junkies have
become much more than the sum
of their parts.

Old-timer Les Paul releases "red hot red" CD box set
By Matthew Everson

Contributing Writer

Les Paul, also known to some
as “Red Hot Red” is probably the
most enduring guitarist ofour time.
Paul, who will be 77 this year, has
recently released a four-CD set of
75 songs. The set includes a 68page companion booklet with a
track-by-track interview with Paul.
Some of his best loved pieces have
been remastered, such as “Vaya
con Dios”, “Bye Bye Blues”,
“Moritat”, and “Caravan”. I re
cently had a chance to see Les in
action at Fat Tuesday’s in New
York City.
Fat Tuesday’s is a small,
bistro-cavern club that fits 35 and
seats sixty. Hanging on the walls
and over the bar are photos ofjazz
greats who have played Tuesday ’ s,
and of course, also pictured was
Les by himself and with some
musical legends such as Jimmy
Page and Eddie ’Van Halen, to
name a couple. Les plays lead
electric guitar, which bears his
name, Lou Pallo is on rhythm
guitar, also a Gibson Les Paul,

and Gary Mazzaroppi on stand-up
bass ( which was reportedly pur
chased in Newcaster, England for
eighteen dollars in 1969).
The night I saw them was the
trio’s eighth anniversary at
Tuesday’s. They took the floor at
and proceeded to breeze through
eight of Les’s country/swing improvisational pieces. When they
broke, Les joked it up with the
audience and the bassist. It was
very obvious that Les loves his
work and being “center stage”.
When I spoke with him before the
gig, Les was amiable and re
laxed—a real master. I asked his
to dispel any rumors that some
other musical celebrities may show
up for an encore, as is not un
common. He simply replied,
“We’ll see, whoever shows up,
shows up. Remember, this is a
party!”
Before they began playing
again, Les took requests. He was
more than delighted to play each
and every one. “Brazil” seemed
to be the crowd favorite, though
just about every piece seemed to
get a standing ovation. Les had
the audience mesmerized. He still
plays his guitar with a touch that is

light as a cat and daringly accu
rate. Many of the audience, I
discovered, were practicing mu
sicians and they were there to
worship the “living legend”.

Les’s improvisational skills
are so good that ha can stay within
a three of four chord structure all
night long without repeating a lick.
He just continues to play, from

Les Paul

piece to piece without breaking.
This sometimes throws the rhythm
guitarist and bassist off, but they
keep up. Occasionally, Les and
the bassist will exchange licks in a
“duel” of sorts. This type of ex,change can last up to ten minuted
As I was sitting there, I began
to think of all the inventions that
Les has created for the music in
dustry. Naturally, he is known for
his invention of the solid bodied
guitar, however, he is also the
originator of multi-track record
ing, distortion, feedback, and re
verberation. It is of no wonder
that so many musicians go to see
Les in action, because of all his
achievements throughout his
lifetime.
If you don’t have a chance to
grab the four-CD set, Les Paul
plays at Fat Tuesday’s every
Monday evening. The seating may
be uncomfortable at first, but when
the music begins, that is soon
forgotten as the atmosphere shapes
into a cozy club with the audience’s
presence inspiring Les to play
wonderful melodic pieces, making
it a perfect place for free-flowing
music to abound.

Video review: what new and hot and not at the video
Rambling Rose- Academy
award nominee, Laura Dem plays
a confused young woman.

Livin’ Large- The story of a
deliveryman who accidentally
lands himself the spot as a TV star.

As the movie prices rise
people find themselves flocking
to video stores. This month there
have been many good releases to
rent, many that have earned Oscar
nominations.

Freddy’s Dead: the Final
Nightmare- Another stupid
meaningless story about a dream
stalker who once again goes for
the youth of Elm St. except this
time he dies. Or does he?

The Commitments- A soul
band straight out of Northern
Dublin who make it big with their
very American-like sounds.

Boyz N the Hood- Twenty
three year old John Singleton’s
film about a community at war
starring Cuba Gooding, Jr., Ice
Cube, and Larry Fishbume.

Child’s Play 3- Chucky’s at
it again but this time he decides to
invade a different boys body and
vows to kill his old friend.

The Super- Catch on the Joe
Pesci bandwagon with this story
of a slumlord gone array.

Ricochet- Denzel Washing
ton is a rookie cop who’s stalked
by psych John Lithgow.

Koleen Kaffan

A & E Editor

Little Man Tate- Jodie Fos
ter stars in her own movie about a
little boy who is more intelligent
than his less than sophisticated
mother.
The Fisher King- A movie
filled with Academy Award
nominations.
A homeless
man(Robin Williams), teaches a
deejay(Jeff Bridges) about life.
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Burkette produces well as freshman hoopster
By Amy Madison

Sports Writer

He had possession of the ball
more than any other Sacred Heart
basketball player. He was the
starting point guard in all 28 games
this season. He led the league in
assists per game. And get this:
he’s only a freshman.
Who is this rookie wonder?
His name is Johnny Burkette, and
he was and will be a great asset to
the Pioneers. He finished the 199192 season with 178 assists (6.7 per
game), 192 points, and 53 steals.
At five-foot-ten, 150 pounds,
Burkette’s home is in Brooklyn,
Ne w York, where he has a younger
brother, Mike, who plays baseball,
and a younger sister named Leslie.
Burkette came to Sacred Heart
from New Utrecht High School in
Brooklyn, where he averaged 21.2
points, nine assists, and four steals.
He was an All-Brooklyn and an
honorable mention All-City points
guard, and he was team MVP and
captain.
Burkette says that he has the
“utmost respect” for his former
coach, Ron Vernon. “I looked up
to him like a father. He kept me
into playing basketball by work
ing me hard, and he helped me
through a lot of bad times. If it
wasn’t for him, I probably would

have dropped out of school,”
Burkette admits. Vernon coached
Burkette for seven years, in both
junior high school and high school.
As a senior, Burkette was re
cruited by many colleges, but he
liked Sacred Heart the best. “I
knew I could play quality time
here,” he said. He also liked the
fact that SHU is not too far from
his home, although he does not go
home very often.
Burkette also described Sacred
Heart as “peaceful”. He admits
that it is very different from his
home in that he does not have to
deal with a lot of fighting at school.
Another aspect that pleased
Burkette about SHU was Head
Coach Dave Bike. “I like the style
of Coach Bike,” Burkette said.
“He lets you play how you want,
and he doesn’t try to take anything
away from your game.”
As far as this season is con
cerned, Burkette, along with ev
eryone else, was disappointed.
“We won a couple of good games,
but overall, we didn’t play to our
potential. We beat a lot of good
quality teams, but I think the (8game) losing streak killed us,” he
admitted.
As a point guard, Burkette is
very talented. His passing and
ball-handling skills have been
complimented by many. His best
games this season were against
the University of New Haven. In

With one second left in the game, freshman Johnny Burkette putsup two points to beat the University of New Haven Chargers by
one point in a February contest. The win sparked an end of the
season rally for the men’s squad. Photo by Michael Champagne
the first meeting, Burkette scored
17 points, was 5-for-6 from 3point range, and had 9 assists. In
the second game against the

Chargers, Burkette was the hero,
as he sank a buzzer-beater layup
to give the Pioneers an 87-85 vic
tory.

At the beginning of the season,
there was some pressure on
Burkette to live up to the expecta
tions that were placed on him. He
was responsible for filling the
much-needed position of a true
point guard, which has been miss
ing from the Sacred Heart lineup
for several years. “There was a
little bit of pressure, but 1 like
pressure,” Burkette said. “I like to
prove myself to people.”
Burkette also admits that he
knew that people had doubts about
him because he was a freshman,
but “I think I produced for them,”
he said.
As far as the future is con
cerned, Burkette feels that he has
to become physically stronger,
because the college season is
longer than the high school season.
Burkette also would like to
become more of a leader. He
admits, “I was hesitant this year
because I was a freshman. But the
point guard is a leader. He has to
lead the team through the good
and rough times.”
Burkette is very content at
Sacred Heart and is doing well
academically. With three re
maining years of eligibility,
Burkette should definitely prove
to be a positive force for the Sacred
Heart basketball program. Hope
fully, he will be able to lead the
Pioneers back to where they used
to be.

Prognostications from a Pioneer
to an end and April is on the way
it can only mean two things:
baseball ^ason is near and it’s
crunch time for the NCAA Divi
sion I (and two for th^ matter)
iji^mpionsMps. The opening
two rounds saw the upsets of
Arkansas, Arizona, Oklahoma,
DePauI and use. You gotta give
;lhe NCAA credit, they did a re
markable job of seeding the
teams. Blowouts this yem have
been few and far between. Even
puke had a minor scare against
Iowa in the second h# when
low^a cut a 2h-point deficit to
eight. The touthattisnt has progreSsedmostlyaccordingtoplan.
Final Four iavorites Kahsas, In
diana, Duke and UCLA arc all
aliye. While Duke must be con
sidered the favorite, don’t bet
the house against Kansas or In-

1992 season.
New York Mets: Witt
some key off-season additions ;
by the Mets on top of some key
off-season subtractions by the
iimanagerfe
The Pirates, considered by many Pirates, the Mets have to bd|
to be the favorites in the
East looked upon as favorites in the
despite losing Bobby BoniUa, are NL East this season. With a 3-4now mere contendersf?) in the NL 5 punch of Howard Johnson|f
East. Any team with a front line Bobby Bonilla, and Eddie
pitching staff of Doug Drabek, ■: Murray, the Mets have one pf.
John Smiley., and Zane Smith the best lineups in baseball. Add
would have been among the best to that a pitching staff headed by
top three in baseball. But with the Bret Saberhagen, David Cone,
trade of Smiley to Minnesota for and if healthy, Dwight Gooden.
Denuy Neagiie and Midre The Mets will win the NL East if
Cummings, the Pirates have they can resolve the following
fallen back to the pack. This trade questions: is Gooden healthy
looks great for 2-3 years down the enough to last the season? Is Sid
road, but they just might have sac Pernandez going to finally prove
rificed hopes for a NL East crown he ’ s a major league pitcher? Can
HoJo play center field? Can
thisyeaf;
It’s now time for the Kevin Elster play short? Will
frognosticator’s outlook for the Cone finally be better than a ,50Q
ifew York baseball teams for the pitcher? (My answer is yes). The
Natloh^r leafue eiit
(outsidePittsburghofcoursejmust
love Ted Simmoiis, the general

stions will
"determine where the Mets wilt
their October.
New York Yankees: The
Yankees know where they will
spend October: in front of the TV
watching the playoffs and World
Series. However, the Yanks did
make some key moves in the off
season pushing them closer to the
promised land. The acquisitions
of Danny Tartabuli, Mike
Gallego, and Melido Perez make
the Yankees a better team than flie
past three years. J^ith a lineup
featuring Tartabuil, Don
Mattingly, Roberto Kelly, Mel
Hall, and Matt Nokes, the Yan
kees should have no problem put
ting runs on the board; But widi a
pitching staff full of number five
starters will keep the Yankees irom
competing for the AL East crown.
But with a weak AL Last after

Toronto and Boston, look for the
Yanks to finish somewhere be
tween third and sixth.
Look next week for the
Prognosticator’s complete Ma
jor League predictions.
What’s all this about a pos
sible hockey strike? Tbe players
have to realize that they are deal
ing with a league without a na
tional TVcontracthere, quit your
bellyaching and play hockey!
The Sacred Heart lacrosse
team opened up play last week.
Even though they lost, they
played a good game. And how
about our volleyball team ’ Alter
starting out 1-8, the team won its
last four meets to finish “i-S.GixKl
going guys! The baseball ant|
softball teams must be getting
antsy. After successful soulhern
trips, both teams have been held
up by snow, llopelully all the
snow will melt hy the weekend.
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Kim Filia: giving heart and soul to basketball
By Lori Bogue

Sports Editor
So you’re hanging in the mall
and you stop in the food court for
a sub and it happens you strut over
to Blimpies. You might recog
nize the person standing behind
the counter as Kim Filia, a junior
from SHU. “I work part time at
Blimpies. It’s fun although I would
like to get a real job,” said Filia. It
is also interesting because Kim
smells like an Italian restaurant, or
shall I say provalone cheese by the
end of her shift.
Filia spends much time at Sa
cred Heart between playing bas
ketball and keeping track of her
duties as an illustration major. But
why hoops? “My parents, espe
cially my dad, got me started as a
kid in hoops and all sports,” said
Filia.
Filia has pursued basketball
since her childhood, moving
through grammar school leagues
and then on to play for the St.
Joseph High School Cadets. “Her

athletic and academic success can
be attributed to her work ethic
both on and off the court,” said Ed
Swanson, SHU basketball coach.
“You have to have heart and
love the game,” said Filia. Kim
has taken her lessons of hard work,
dedication and spirit off the court
and applied them to her daily liv
ing. In maintaining her grades
Kim has her hands full while try
ing to remain competitive in the
classroom and on the court as well.
“It’s not easy; I don’t have much
of a social life. It’s hard to fit
everything in,” frowned Filia but
she immediately brightened up
with, “my parent’s are constantly
reminding me to do well.”

a elementary or high school team
is anotherjob in which Kim would
take much pride. “I’ve taught at
basketball camps to third-eighth
graders. I love to work with Kids,”
said Filia.
While staying in shape, Kim
uses sports as a release for stress.
“I take it out on the court. I play
well and try to win,” said Filia.
Filia, however, does have another
way to release stress which is
purely intellectual, “I draw and I
just doodle,” said Filia
What does one of the leading
scorers of the Pioneers (1 OOO-i-pts)
do in her spare time? She collects,
what else?- basketball cards! She
also enjoys her internship in pho
tography and advertising.

Kim has two sisters, one older
and one younger. Her younger
sister is just as much an athlete as
Kim. “My little sister is unbeliev
able. At 12 years old she’s shown
a lot of dedication, I look up to
her,” she said with a smile.
Kim aspires to working with
children. Her goals include want
ing to teach an illustration class in
high school or college. Coaching

Kim loves her friends. “I value
my friends- they are there for me
when I am down.” “She is a hard
working athlete and a wellrounded student who cares for
others in a non-selfish way,” re
sponds roommate Michelle
Scacciaferro.
“She is a perfect example of a
student athlete in every sense of
the word,” said Coach Swanson.

Dankulicb in tbe spotlight and having a ball
ketball and Jen’s best friend of Nursery School and has enjoyed
five years, Elaine replied, both jobs.
“Jennifer’s a steady, reliable, hard
With at least a twenty hour
working leader. She knows what work load, Jen is a “B” student.
_ she has to do and she gets it done^’ She attribute^ her gra^gs to gggji.
Well, of course she does. Jen is teachers at Sacred Heart who are
responsible. Everybody says so, willing to help. “I didn’t get'A’s',
even Jen. “As co-captain, I have a but I got more than just grades out
responsibility to live up to the of school.”
expectations of freshmen and
Half way through the interview
sophomores. I help them and give I wondered. Is she the ideal perthem advice about matters both in son? So, I asked her boyfriend
and out of school.”
Matt Rentz. “She’s beautiful, but
she can’t play pool.”
Jen has decided to make helpUnsatisfied with that answer, I
ing people her career. Apsychol- asked Elaine, once again, what
ogy major, she is guaranteed to she thought about Jen. “She’s
bring a positive and down to earth great. She’s a mother figure.”
approach to whatever path she
chooses to follow. Jen enjoys
Jennifer Dankulich is an athworking with people. After talk- lete, especially concerned with her
ing with her for awhile, it is easy to team whom she will miss after
see her compassion for and belief graduation. The interview was
in the individual.
going well. Jen is easy to talk to
and I was able to relate to her
“There is no limit of what better than I thought,
people can do except themselves,"
I decided to put my tranquility
Dankulich said. "You can do any- to a test. “Jen," I asked, “what’s
thinginlife. Youjusthavetowant your favorite activity beside
to do it.”
sports?”
For now, Jen works at St.
“Shopping” was her reply.
Vincent’s hospital in radiology.
Yes, I smiled as I thought, Ido
She has also worked at the have much in common with an
Kennedy Center and Busy Beaver athlete.

By Donna Robinson

Business Manager

I know nothing about sports,
so what business do I have inter
viewing an athlete, I thought. I
did not want to write this article. I
was nervous, but it was too late to
get out of this “mess." As a wisp
of brown hair fell across her face,
Jennifer Dankulich, co-captain of
the woman’s basketball team, in
troduced herself to me and took a
seat in the hall. I get my nails done
and tell my friends about it. She
wears athletic gear and joins ac
tivities that may cause her to sweat.
So far, we have nothing in com
mon. She smiled. I smiled. The
interview had begun.
Jennifer Dankulich is a senior
on a four year sports scholarship.
She plays volleyball and basket
ball and has enjoyed both since
high school.
“Sports teaches more than just
how to play the game,” she said.
“It teaches life.”
When asked how Jen was as a
team member, Elaine Agosti, the
other co-captain of women’s bas-

Hey!
Have you been digging through your pictures and found a par
ticularly cute or amusing pic of a student-athlete? I would like to
liven up the sports pages with some good laughs! Send me your
pics with the name of the person in the pic, as well as your name,
and your phone number. Applications must be in good taste and
be received no later than this Monday, March 30, before midnight.
Good luck!
Send pics to Lori Bogue c/o Spectrum. ASAP

Sacred Heart University

Sports

PIONEERS

Behind the dish with true sportsman Don Romeo
By Michael Bennett

Sports Writer

This past week I was lucky
enough to get better acquainted
with an old teammate, who is
probably one of the best catchers
that I’ve ever pitched my arsenal
of junk to. The player is Don
Romeo, and he is one of this sea
sons co-captains for the 1992 Pio
neer Varsity Baseball Team.
When I first sat down with
Don, my first question was, “Well,
how many lunker Large-Mouth
did the master angler catch this
summer?” He replied with a larger
than life, Large-Mouth bass grin
and said, “If I didn’t practice the
catch and release method, I could
have opened a cannery.”
The reason for this question
is simple. This happens to be
Don’s way of getting out and re
leasing all of the stresses which
come as a student athlete. He
enjoys his fishing and just being
outdoors. Over the summer he is
employed as a landscaper. He
says, “It’s the physical labor that
helps bring you back to reality and
hSlfis ybii realize just how impor
tant education really is.”
It is along with his fishing that
his other hobbies come into play.
He enjoys lifting, reading and lis

ritzy spending of
the
Eighties
brought us these fi
nancial disasters of
today.”
The Pioneers
acquired Romeo,
who has lived in
Connecticut all of
his life, from
UCONN-Avery
Point. At the Point,
he earned 1989
Student Athlete
Award and the 1990
Center for Aca
demic Programs
Award. He went
there after graduat
ing from Montville
H.S., where he
holds the records
No, it’s not break-dance lessons. It’s Don Romeo stretching in the gym for a
baseball practice. The team has had three games cancelled and has been forced
for home runs and
indoors to practice due to the late snowfall blanketing the area.
R.B.I.’s as well as
Photo by Michael Champagne
the most single
season takedowns
tening to classic Rock and Roll. ness Administration. His goal af as a wrestler. One of his two
Well, mostly reading. Oh yeah, ter graduating S.H.U. is to get his younger brothers is currently at
he also enjoys consuming mega Masters in Finance. From there, tending Avery Point and is pitch
doses of pasta.
he plans to get into financial plan ing for the baseball team.
Last year Romeo batted .303
ning by helping people invest for
When it comes to academ such things as retirement and set while behind the plate EVERY
ics, I found that Romeo is cer up college funds. It is in this field game, posting a team-leading
tainly focused. Makingthe Dean’s that he spends most of his free fielding average of .987.
List since he’s been attending time. He enjoys reading all about
So far this year in Southern
S .H.U., you can be sure he hits the finance in its’ most corrupt years. play (spring break trip), Romeo is
books as well as he hits the ball. Romeo states, “I get a kick out of batting .370 and feels that he is
Don will be graduating in Decem the business wizards that brought very much focused on the ball and
ber 1992 with a degree in Busi us the nineties, and how all of the his bat speed is where it should be.

Aside from his outstanding bat
ting average, he returned from Sa
vannah, GA. with a fielding per
centage of 1.000 (perfect).
When I asked him what he
felt were the qualities of a good
leader/captain were, he replied,
“Someone who can lead by ex
ample and help pull the team out
of the close games. Whether it be
helping others who are down to
get pumped-up and focused, or by
making the clutch play or hit.”
Romeo added, “This can all be
made possible by keeping the team
together as ONE! When a team
plays TOGETHER, they win TO
GETHER.”
Don’s personal goals this year
are, “To be the best team player I
could be, and to help in any way
possible to get us into the finals.”
If you are lucky enough to know
Donnie, you know that he truly
means this. He is a true sports
man.
When I asked coach Nick
Giaquinto to comment on
Romeo’s performance and char
acter, he said, “He has a big job to
do this year. He is not only ex
pected to be behind the dish every
game, but he also is our clean-up
batter. As a recruited player, I find
him to be an excellent student as
well as a well-conditioned player.
If anyone is to get the job done this
year, it will be him.”

UB athletic programs to be eliminated
By Frank Mastroinanni

News Editor
In the latest of a series of heart
aches to afflict the University of
Bridgeport, the university has
decided to eliminate its athletic
programs.
On Friday Feb. 21, Edwin G.
Eigel Jr., interim president of the
downtrodden university an
nounced that UB would be drop
ping its athletic programs this
spring.
As quoted in the Bridgeport
Post, Eigel said, “While UB is
talking to three area schools about
continuing its academic programs
in the fall, it seems impossible to
continue the athletic teams.”
Negotiations over UB’s future
have been ongoing for several
months. Participants in these ne
gotiations include Sacred Heart
University in Fairfield, Quinnipiac
College in Hamden and the Uni
versity of New Haven in New
Haven.
“Under none of the possible
scenarios will we be able to con
tinue inter collegiate athletics af
ter this semester...” Eigel said.
“If we don’t have any academic
programs, we don’t have any stu

dents,” he said. “And if you don’t
have any students, you don’t have
any athletics.”
Eigel said the announcements
were being made now in an effort
to give the UB athletes more time
to seek alternative colleges. Un
der National Collegiate Athletic
Association rules, players are not
allowed to discuss transfering to
other schools without the
university’s permission.
According to Dave Bike,
SHU’s athletic director, “Our
coaches have been in contact with
several UB players concerning
possible transfers to Sacred Heart.
“The Women’s Basketball
coach and the Soccer coach have
gone to meet with several of UB’s
player’s.” said Bike.
Sacred Heart University has
not yet begun to actively pursue
any of UB’s mens basketball
players. “I don’t think it is appro
priate while their season is still in
progress,” said Bike. “Once their
season ends, it will be a different
story.”
According to Bike, “There are
some area’s that need to be worked
out before we can aggressively
begin to recruit UB’s players.”
Sacred Heart’s proposed flex
ible transfer policy for UB stu

dents represents one of those ar
eas. “Once a transfer policy is
formalized, it may be an advantage
to us in out-recruiting other uni
versities,” said Bike.
According to Bike, impending
scholarships also need to be dealt
with. “Last February, Sacred Heart
ceased awarding athletic scholar
ships,” said Bike. “Some of the
schools are offering UB players
full scholarships...We are not yet
in that position.”
Bike continued by saying that
“Sacred Heart will not be pursu
ing any of UB’s old equipment."
According to Bike, "Most of
UB's equiptment would be sub
jected to 'wear and tear’ and would
be no use to Sacred Heart Uni
versity.
Bike concluded by saying that
Sacred Heart had no future plans
in hiring any of The University of
Bridgeport's exiting coaches.

UB's basketball program is still
alive as they are currently
fighting to keep their hopes of
capturing the National
Collegaiate Athletic
Association's Division II.
Championship.

5acred Heart University's SHU Box was the site for an indoor
ioccer tournament this past Sunday, as teams from the Greater
Bridgeport area turned out to participate.
Photo by Michael Champagne
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